
Estonia
CRAFTER'S AROMATIC FLOWER GIN
50CL

”Elegant and colour-changing,a gorgeous cocktail gin with
some residual sugar”

Story Liviko’s history goes back more than 100 years, and distillation is
in their blood! Crafter’s Aromatic Flower Gin is distilled in copper pans, a
quality artisan gin. With meadowsweet and rosehip as main spices, in addition
to ten other aromatic plant extracts. Master Distiller Anna Kaur tried several
different recipes, and only this 38th was produced.

Producer AS Liviko is a dynamic Estonian producer and distributor
of both alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages, with a history spanning over
122 years. The company is particularly renowned for Finnish consumers for its
Vana Tallinn and Metsmaasika liqueurs, with the former being introduced in
1960. Liviko became a joint-stock company in 1995 and is currently owned by
NG Investeeringud, one of the leading investment companies in Estonia. The
conglomerate also holds ownership in various ventures, including Kaubamaja
department stores. Among Liviko's most prominent products today are not
only liqueurs but also Crafter’s Gin and the organic vodka, Hõbe.

COLOR Bright,light yellow-gold

AROMA Fresh, aromatic and floral. Rose hip and meadowsweet aromas
with light notes of juniper berries, orange peel and Yuzu fruit

TASTE Dryish, round and tasty, slightly bitter, floral with notes of citrus

TIPS FOR USE Excels in cocktails (such as Aromatic Flower Collins) or
traditionally mixed with a quality tonic (where it turns pink!). Serve Flower
Gin Tonic with a slice of orange.

WINE TYPE Gins
MANUFACTURER Liviko
ALCOHOL CONTENT 44,3%
SUGAR CONTENT 20 g/l

PACKAGE SIZE 6 bottle(s)
BOTTLE CLOSING Screw

cap
BOTTLE SIZE 0,5 l
PRODUCT
NUMBER

113043
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